Prone Carts

Standard - available with or without Power

FA/STRM
The standard prone cart is still popular for
clients’ with long term skin care issues who
can’t put any pressure on the sacral area.
The pronecart allows the client to leave his
room and socialize,

FA/STRP
The power gurney will allow the quadriplegic to get out of the
specialty bed and socialize. We severely limit the speed for safety.
The standard configuration is front wheel drive, but the unit can be
ordered as a rear wheel drive if desired. We have explored the
possibility of mid-wheel drive, but to date haven’t had a request.

Range of Motion (R.O.M.) - available with or without Power

FSTRM
The range of motion pronecart was conceived by the VA
Minneapolis. There were two goals:
• Shorten the wheelbase for turns ( kneeling
position 24” shorter)
• Provide a surface for the contracted client who
can’t straighten to lay prone.

Power Pack FSTRP
The ROM is a heavy system with batteries. If the client
wants or requires independence the standard, manual
propel will make self-propulsion problematic. Specialty
electronics are available to limit the range of motion if
certain ranges are unsafe, or initiate a tone response.

Did You Know? Prone carts are also called stretchers, gurneys or wheelcarts. The name gurney comes
from its similarity to a horse-drawn cab patented in the U.S. in 1883 by J. Theodore Gurney. Prone carts
are for clients whose diagnosis makes them poor candidates for the more traditional wheel chairs, but
who still need the same mobility and adaptive support.

Specialty
Short

Elevating

RW Drive

Call for Information
Many of our pronecarts are for a
client who will be using it for the
rest of his life. If they are a double
amputee the shorter length makes
the system far more
maneuverable.

Call for Information
This unit was developed for a
client who needed an elevating
platform for level transfer, and
who prepared meals at home
and needed to be level with
counters and stove.

Call for Information
The standard prone carts are available with
front or rear wheel drive. Front wheel is the
default when no option is specified, or when
renting a pronecart. Midwheel has been
considered and might provide advantages
when trying to operate in a confined space.

Accessories
Drawer

Side Support

STRT
The pull out storage drawer
provides a safe place for
personal possessions,
medical supplies , hydration,
etc.

SDSR
Gel padded side rail that can be
positioned where needed. The
pads are available in 3.5” by 10”,
12” 14” and 16”. The side rails do
not work well with the manual
propel, short gurney.
B Box

Call for Information

6 Wheel

Call for Information
This adaptation is a necessity if the
client is in a standard prone cart and
transported in a van/bus and the prone
cart is lifted by a platform lift. The
interior wheels can be configured to
match the footprint of the lift.
While not a prone cart, the B Box is an
admirable adjunctive device. We
received a request for a device that
would position the wound care/skin
flap client’s knees and hips at 90/90. It
has wheels and can be moved where
needed, can be positioned to the
desired height, and support extremely
large legs on a gel platform.
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